WALL C - BACK

STUD LAYOUT

89" 36 1/2" (JACK)

18 1/2"

84" 20 1/2" SILL

65 3/4 43 3/4 21 3/4

START
WALL A - STUD LAYOUT

START MEASUREMENT

6 1/4"

43 3/4"

3 3/4"

89"

[Marked Stud Placement]
RAFTER LAYOUT
MEASUREMENTS SAME AS WALL'S B + D
SO RAFTERS MEET STUDS

START

144 1/4"
RIDGE BEAM STUD
AND STUD SUPPORT BRACE - WALLS A+C

SIDE VIEW

RIDGE BEAM 2x4
6" OVERHANG FOR GABLE END
NAIL OUTSIDE
TOP PLATE CENTER WALL STUD

END RAFTER

GABLE RAFTER

-FONT VIEW-

RIDGE BEAM RANIER END STUD CENTER LINE
TOP PLATE CENTER WALL STUD WALLS A+C

END RAFTER

NAIL

4½" BLOCK SPACER

-CONSTRUCT EACH SET ON THE FLOOR
-HANG WITH HELP
-NAIL BIRDSEYE
-NAIL BOTH RAFTERS TO RIDGE BEAM

NO BIRDS MOUTH